Correlation between the ganglion cell complex and functional measures in glaucoma patients and suspects.
The purpose of the study was to correlate the Fourier-domain OCT ganglion cell complex (GCC) parameters with automated perimetry (AP) functional measures of the optic nerve. This retrospective study included patients who had previously undergone examination with the RTVue-100 OCT and AP, SITA strategy. The parameters of GCC (average, superior, inferior, S-I [superior inferior difference], S-I SD [standard deviation of S-I], GLV [global loss volume] and FLV [focal loss volume]) were correlated with the mean deviation (MD) and pattern standard deviation (PSD) values of AP using linear and logarithmic regression analysis. All correlations between GCC and automated perimetry parameters were strong (r > 0.60), except that for SI and MD (r = -0.05); SI and PSD (r = 0.09); SI-DS and MD (r = -0.06); and SI-SD and PSD (r = 0.08). In summary, GCC derived structural measures showed good correlation with functional parameters from AP.